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Play-along with the best-known selections from the first five movies in the Harry Potter series!
Books include a play-along recording with a backing and performance track for each title. Titles
include: Hedwig's Theme * Harry's Wondrous World * Nimbus 2000 * Fawkes The Phoenix *
Double Trouble * A Window to the Past * Hogwarts' March * Hogwarts' Hymn * Professor
Umbridge * Fireworks (Grade 2-3) This title is available in MakeMusic Cloud.

Praise for "The Mayor of MacDougal Street"NewYorker.com, 9/30/13[A] wonderful
memoir."Slate, " 12/2/13Your best guide when it comes to Inside Llewyn Davisapart from what
follows, of courseis Van Ronk s posthumous memoir, "The Mayor of MacDougal Street.""New
York Times," 11/30/13[A] sharp cantankerous memoir.The Culture Trip, 4/1/16Gives the play-by-
play for a musical movement that was humble in origin, but huge in populous fervor. Woody
Guthrie; Joan Baez; Pete Seeger; Richie Havens; Bob Dylan, Peter, Paul and Mary; plus dozens
more, they all live and breathe within these pagesOne of folk s unsung heroes, Van Ronk mixes
poetry and revolution, rolled into a posthumously released autobiography as much a history of
the Village, and the folk venues that made it famous, as the life story of its
Mayor."NewYorker.com, 9/30/13"[A] wonderful memoir.""Slate, " 12/2/13"Your best guide when it
comes to Inside Llewyn Davis--apart from what follows, of course--is Van Ronk's posthumous
memoir, "The Mayor of MacDougal Street".""New York Times", 11/30/13"[A] sharp cantankerous
memoir.""New York Review of Books"blog, 12/16/2013"The movie extensively mines Van Ronk's
remarkable posthumous memoir"The Mayor of MacDougal Street"(seamlessly compiled from
interviews by Elijah Wald; Da Capo, 2005) for scenes, anecdotes, and details of background,
and its protagonist, Llewyn Davis (played by Oscar Isaac) sings songs closely associated with
Van Ronk.""Seattle Times, "12/15/2013"[A] delightful, keenly-observed, cantankerous
autobiography...which, if you love 'Inside Llewyn Davis' you owe it to yourself to read.""Paste
Magazine", 12/12/2013"[An] acclaimed and enjoyable memoir."NewYorker.com, 1/22/2014""The
Mayor of MacDougal Street" is one of the dozen best books ever written about a New York life
and time: dense with wisdom, humor, judgment, and an amazingly vivid recreation of the rites
and rituals and characters of a whole lost world and scene."NewYorker.com, 9/30/13"[A]
wonderful memoir.""Slate, " 12/2/13"Your best guide when it comes to Inside Llewyn Davis--
apart from what follows, of course--is Van Ronk's posthumous memoir, "The Mayor of
MacDougal Street".""New York Times", 11/30/13"[A] sharp cantankerous memoir."About the
AuthorDave Van Ronk (1936-2002) was one of the founding figures of the 1960s folk revival, but
he was far more than that. A pioneer of modern acoustic blues, a fine songwriter and arranger, a
powerful singer, and one of the most influential guitarists of the '60s, he was also a marvelous
storyteller, a peerless musical historian, and one of the most quotable figures on the Village



scene. The Mayor of MacDougal Street is a firsthand account by a major player in the social and
musical history of the '50s and '60s. It features encounters with young stars-to-be like Bob
Dylan, Tom Paxton, Phil Ochs, and Joni Mitchell, as well as older luminaries like Reverend Gary
Davis, Mississippi John Hurt, and Odetta.Elijah Wald wrote the acclaimed study of blues legend
Robert Johnson, Escaping the Delta. He also wrote the biography Josh White: Society Blues
and Narcocorrido: A Journey into the Music of Drugs, Guns, and Guerrillas. He lives in Los
Angeles.
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Samantha Borgoyne, “Very fun to play. I played flute from 4th to 12th grade and did marching
band and all that and loved it. Didn't continue on in college as I was focusing on my degree. Now
I've graduated and have more free time so I got this to try to get me back into playing for fun.
THIS BOOK IS SO MUCH FUN TO PRACTICE WITH. I regularly listen to the instrumental music
from the movies and am familiar with all of the songs buts it's so much more fun to play them.
Definitely recommend!”

Autumn Carter, “Fun classics. About intermediate level. Great music selection. My kids enjoy
listening to me play it. I haven’t played regularly since high school concert band 13 years ago
and I can handle most songs.”

Rockie253, “Great arrangements. As a teacher, it's sometimes a challenge to find what each
particular student will find motivating. One girl that I have mentioned to me that she loves Harry
Potter, so I looked for and found this book. It's really too hard for her, but she's willing to step up
to the challenge and is working hard on several of the selections. I mostly teach classical music
but am a firm believer that we should all be able to play the music that we like. This fits the bill
nicely.”

Ebook Library girl, “Not for beginners, and challenging for intermediate. This is not for beginners,
and you would have to be a really good intermediate player or more advanced to play this, so I
gave it 4 stars. Super disappointed that I won't be good enough to play this for years. Would have
returned it, but financially it made no sense.”

Kristen, “Fun book for refreshing my flute playing. I was going to go into music and then I
changed my mind. I hadn't played my flute in years, but when I came across one day cleaning I
decided to begin playing again. I wanted to get something fun and not too hard since it's been
years since I really played. This is a good book. It has a CD that comes with it so you can play it
first to hear what it should sound like! It can be used as an accompaniment too. I recommend
this book to those with good flute skills”

Brittany, “Beautiful music. Completely nailed this for a Christmas gift this year! Was able to hear
my cousin practice her flute!”

Chelsea Jones, “Perfect for middle school player. Bought it to give to 8th grader who plays flute/
piccolo. He was able to play pieces pretty quickly with ease and enjoyed having the CD to play
along with. He is in advanced band in middle school, but has only been playing 3 years. Says the
sheet music was similar to notes he had learned at school.”



Sarah KL, “Great scores for fun playing.. All the themes, and even the ones you didnt even think
about when watching the films are here. For example, I never really noticed the theme around
Professor Umbridge, however when playing these scores I can really see how the composer
wanted to portray her pretty little personality, with that hint of dabbling deviousness.The music in
Harry Potter is a beautiful score, and the CD makes playing the tracks even better!Some of the
notes are rather high, so I would suggest you get the book if you are learning the 3rd register
notes, or have really got them under your lips. I wouldn't recommend this book to anyone new to
playing the flute - at around grade 3-4 standard simply due to the higher notes and odd timings/
key signatures.I really enjoy playing this tunes, and to be honest, I only really bought it to be able
to play Double Trouble lol.”

S. Thor, “Excellent flute songs for the Harry Potter fans.. Excellent flute songs for the Harry Potter
fans. Some songs are way to long though but others perfect (one page). The 8 year old loves the
songs and encourage her to think about the scenarios as well which I think adds a different
dimension.”

Netball Fan, “Definitely a good buy - perfect for Grade 3+. Bought for my 11 year old daughter to
encourage her to keep playing over the summer - worked a treat! Good variety, perfect for
someone at Grade 3 level or above. Some pieces quite challenging, but in a good way. Would
definitely recommend.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Perfect for harry potter fans. Accessible digital backing tracks, music is
fairly challenging but includes lots of harry potter pieces and some favourites too”

The book by George Bickham has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 245 people have provided feedback.
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